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Blocks and Syntax
The purpose of this worksheet is to familiarize you with the basic rules of the Java
language: how the different segments of code in a file are separated from each
other, what each line of code should look like, and how to write comments in your code files that won't be
read by the compiler.

The code in a file is divided into a number of separate sections, called "blocks." Each block begins with a
description of what the block is, then has some code surrounded by curly brackets. Most blocks are a
part of another block. So, for example, in the file below, there is a large block describing what an Artist is
(public class Artist {) that takes up nearly the entire file. Inside of this block, there are separate
blocks describing things that the Artist knows how to do, like rightTriangle() or square().

public class Artist extends Turtle {
|   public void rightTriangle(Color color) {
|   |   if(color != null) {
|   |   |   penDown(color); // Change color if valid Color given
|   |   }
|   |   move();
|   |   rt();
|   |   move();
|   |   rt(135.);
|   |   // Hypotenuse of a 45-45-90 triangle.
|   |   move(Math.sqrt(2));
|   |   rt(135.);
|   }
|
|   public void square() {
|   |   // Fill in something here
|   }
}

Notice that in this code fragment, I have indented each block, moving it right by one tab to set it apart from
its parent block; you should do the same in your code. I have also drawn vertical lines to accentuate each
block; that, you should not do that in your own code (the compiler won't like it).

Each type of block can only exist within certain other types of blocks. For example, an "if" block can only
exist inside of a method (a block like rightTriangle() or square()) and a method can only exist inside of a
class block.

You can also see a few other useful things from this example. Note that every single line of code ends with
a semicolon (";"). A semicolon in code is like the period at the end of an English sentence; it tells the
compiler that you're done with a statement. The only lines that don't need semicolons are the beginning and
ending of blocks, and comments.

Comments are the other useful thing you can see in this example. If I write two virgules on a line ("//"),
everything after them is ignored by the compiler. I can use this to leave myself or other programmers
helpful notes about what the code means. It is good programming practice to comment every line that you
think you might not understand the next time you look at it.



. 1 In the code listed below, draw lines to show where blocks are. See why we indent?

public class Game {
private static int timer = 0;

public static void restart()
{
GameObject.clear();
timer = 0;
}

public static void step()
{
timer++;
if(timer % 3 == 0) {
new Laser();
if(timer % 6 == 0) {
new Asteroid();
}
}
}
}

. 2 In the code below, I get all sorts of errors having to do with the block penDown(). No change to that
block seems to have any effect. What did I do wrong?

public class BlueTurtle extends Turtle {
   public BlueTurtle {
      super();
      penDown(Color.blue);
   }
}

   public void penDown(Color color) {
      super.penDown(Color.blue);
   }

. 3 In the code below, insert or delete semicolons, brackets, and comments where needed to make the
code compile.

public void step() {
   // This code creates an Asteroid every 10 frames (.5 second).
   if(timer > 10) {
      new Asteroid() 
      timer = timer - 10; }
   }
   if(Math.random() < .03); {
      new Powerup();     Create a new powerup about every 1.5s

}


